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1. Filling in hours at AB Midden Nederland platform
“Mijn AB” is a platform at AB Midden Nederland. This platform enables data
processing, like hours you have worked. This manual explains how to fill in hours.
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1. Filling in hours
There are 4 ways of entering hours and the way you have depends on the way the company
you are assigned to sends hours to AB. In some cases, at some companies, our employees
are enabled to fill in the hours on their own and at other, the clients do that themselves.
This means that when you are assigned to one company, you might have to enter the hours
on your own, but when working at another client, it will no longer be necessary. This is
because the clients had the possibility to choose 1 of 4 options:
1) The customer (our client) has its own hours report which they can process themselves
or send to AB Midden Nederland;
2) The employee fills in the worked hours and the client needs to check and approve
them;
3) The client fills in en processes your hours;
4) Employee sends the hours to AB Midden Nederland and the office checks and
approves them.
Below you can read which way employees may fill in their hours, if that option applies to them.

Step 1: Log in to Mijn AB or on your PC at mijn.abmiddennederland.nl.
Step 2: Click on “Enter hours” and choose the right client and the number of the week;
If you work at more than one company or if there are more assignments open, you
need to choose one to fill in. The correct choice will enable you to fill in the hours of the
right week.
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Step 3: In the first column, choose a day or days you want to fill the hours at, in the second
one „Normal hours 100%”. In the next 3 ones, you need to fill in the time you began your work,
end time and how long your break was. The system will now calculate the total number of
hours you worked.
There is only one option: “Normal hours 100%”, without overwork percentages, because the
system automatically adjusts this. For this reason, it is crucial that you fill in the „hour columns”
properly.

Step 4: You can add more weekdays by “+”.
Step 5: Once you fill in all the hours you worked in a week, you can send them by clicking
“Send” (Aanbieden). If you miss some hours or want to fill the timecard later, choose
„Save” (Opslaan) and send the timecard later.
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2. Filling in Reservation timecards
If an employee takes time off (days or single hours) and he or she wants to have money paid
out (from his own built reserves), he or she has to let us know. Based on the number of hours
one has built, they will be able to get their hours paid. Here's how to do it.
It’s a similar way of filling in reserved hours as worked hours.
Step 1: Choose “Reservation timecards” (this window is only available when an employee
has any holiday hours built).
Step 2: Choose the week you wish to fill the hours to be paid.

Step 3: Fill in the number of “reserve hours” on a day that you want those to be paid out.
Please notice: you may not fill in more hours than the “Current balance” (tijdelijk saldo) shows.

Step 4: If you finished filling in the hours, you may send them now. Click on
“Approve”(Goedkeuren). If you wish to make some changes later on, choose “Save”
(Opslaan) and send the timecard later.
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Please notice: even if you fill in the reservation cards on your own, we still need to receive the
Application of leave from you!
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3. Filling in current expenses cards
If you have made any additional expenses in connection with your work and you have the right
to get those back, you need to fill in a separate timecard, not in the same timecard which you
use for the worked hours.
It’s a similar way of filling in expenses cards as for the worked hours. The only difference is
component.

Step 1: Go to “Fill in expenses” and choose the correct Assignment and Period;
If you work at more than one client or if you have more assignments, please choose
the correct one to fill in the components.

Step 2: Based on your assignment and if you have right to get some expenses back, the
components are available in your card (e.g. kilometres). If there are no components, it means
that you don’t have the right to get expenses paid back.
Step 3: You can add more days of the week by clicking “+”.
Step 4: Once you have filled the components, you and send the card. Click “Send”. If you
wish to fill more details later on, click “Save” and send it later.
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4. Practical information – Templates for multiple use
It is possible to use declaration templates, which you can use more often if you work at the
same client and work the same number of hours every week.
Step 1: Open new declaration en fill in the hours you worked, other necessary components
and projects, if applicable.
Step 2: Choose “Miscellaneous” and then “Save as template”.

A copy of the declaration will be saved so that you can open it other time.
Step 3: Open a new declaration and “Miscellaneous” and then “Use template” (Sjabloon
toepassen).

The hours you had saved before, will be taken over in the declaration you opened. You will
receive the following notification, saying: “Template has been loaded”. You may still change
the declaration before it will definitely be saved.
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Help at “Mijn AB” platform
You can find a “Help” button at Dashboard. You may describe your question and send it to us.
You will receive an answer within 5-7 days.
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